Digital Copy of Albert E. Holland’s Diary

Following is a digital copy of the Holland diary as it exists in the Trinity College Archives. Entries in the original diary are in pencil. Diary pages have been increased in size to make the entries as legible as possible. The diary has been copied in three parts, which reflect changes in format. Entries in Part I, dating from November 1 to November 29, 1944, were made in a record book beginning on page 133. [Please note that pages 153 and 154 of the record book are missing and were not used]. Entries in Part II, for December 1 to December 27, 1944, were made in a child’s lined notebook with a new page-numbering sequence. Entries in Part III, covering December 29, 1944 to February 2, 1945, were made on individual sheets of paper, one side of which had previously been used. These pages were generally dated but unnumbered. The last entry in Part III was made just before the Camp was liberated on February 3, 1945.